
It’s not every day you get to visit a city that lives up to its hype. Chicago is a magical place with 
a great theater, comedy and music scene. Not only are there six major sports teams in the area, 

Chicago is also riddled with cool monuments and even better food. We understand that you may 
not have a ton of free time over the course of the conference, but if you get a chance to venture 

out into the Windy City, we wanted to equip you with some cool places to visit.

Closest stop – The closest station is Randolph/Wabash or State/Lake  (both sit at approximately 
12 minutes). And the closest bus stop is the number 6 bus (approximately three minutes). 
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When you walk into this 
station you are hit with a 
wave of blue and a streak 

of red as you look up to the 
ceiling and see the dynamic 

tilework. It’s a modern-
looking station trying 

to utilize the 
newest technologies.

This stop is seconds away 
from the Federal Reserve 

Bank and the Willis Tower. 

Close to Louise Nevelson’s 
sculpture, Dawn Shadows, 

which is inspired by the 
Loop itself.

Home to the classic, 
American Gothic.

 One of the best rated Deep 
Dish Pizzas in Chicago. Lou 
Malnati’s Pizzeria - one of  

two close locations.

Take in some laughs at one 
of the best sketch and improv 

places in the country.

Ride the Loop 

You are minutes away from the 
heart of downtown Chicago, 
which is nicknamed after this 

group of stations.

Open the Map
Click here to see the full map 
with all these destinations.

 

One of the more original 
looking stops in Chicago 

as the platforms and 
trains weave in and 

out of alleyways. The 
neighborhood is Bucktown/

Wicker Park which is 
home to fantastic food 

 and great music.View Full Map

This theater has become 
part of Chicago’s 

iconography. Walk past 
and say, “Hello.” 

Guide to Chicago
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